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 Visa and official invitation 
 Required data for making an official invitation for foreign participants and visa application: 
 1.  Сopy of international passport (the passport should be valid for at least six months after the visa’s 
expiry date) 
 2.  Current place of employment (+ address, phone number) 
 3.  Occupied position 
 4.  Home address (zip code, region,+ phone number) 
 5. The place where the invited person will receive a visa in his/her country (the name of the city  
     where the Embassy or the Consulate is located) 
6.  Dates of stay in Russia  
 
Data required for making an official invitation (confirmation letter) for Russian participants: 
1. Current place of employment (+ address) 
3. Occupied position 
 
 Preliminary program and Social events 
Thursday, June 2 
Arrival of participants 
Friday, June 3 
Registration of participants. 
Opening ceremony.  
Plenary talks. 
Concert of Russian Songs and Accordion Music.  
Social dinner at the Udmurt State University. 
Saturday, June 4 
Plenary talks. 
Poster session.  
Sunday, June 5 
Plenary talks. 
Excursions to the Kalashnikov Museum or Exhibition Complex and Architectural and Ethnographic 
Museum-Preserve in Ludorvai ( the Estate Museum of Aboriginal Population). 
June 5-6 
Departure of participants 
 
Lectures and equipment 
Each plenary lecture is allotted 20 minutes.  
Each poster speaker will have 2-3 minutes of plenary time to announce the main results of her/his 
poster talk. The size for posters will be announced.  

 
The conference hall will be equipped with a computer, a video beam, an over-head projector, and a 
blackboard. 
 



 Abstracts 
We plan to have abstracts of lectures printed in advance. The deadline for sending abstracts is 15 
April 2016. The LATEX and Word templates for abstracts can be downloaded from the conference 
web-site. The length of abstracts is limited to two pages.  

 
Travel  
There are airplane (twice a day) and railway (once a day) services between Moscow and Izhevsk.  
The airport of departure from Moscow is Domodedovo. The journey time is 2 hours.  
The railway station of departure from Moscow is Kazanskiy Voksal (the Kazan Railway Station). The 
journey time is about 17 hours.  
The transfer from the airport/railway station in Izhevsk will be organized. 
 
The minimal connection time to change the airport in Moscow is 5 hours. There are train services 
between the airports and Kol’tsevay Metro. 
 
The exact flight and train schedules will be announced in the near future. 
 
 
Accommodation  
Will be announced.  

 
Currency and payment 
The only currency used officially in Russia is Russian rouble. The exchange rate fluctuates, but it is 
approximately 1 euro = 90 roubles, 1 usd = 80 roubles. The hotel receptionists accept cash payments 
in Russian roubles as well as Visa cards. There is a banking machine in the hotels, accepting Visa 
Master Card and Bank Card. 
 
 Weather and clothing 
In the beginning of June the weather in the area of Izhevsk is typically pleasantly warm and sunny, 
with fresh evenings and occasional rains. Since the excursions are planned, take care to bring 
comfortable clothes and shoes suitable for walking. 

 
 

Internet, Contacts 
 

Alexey V. Borisov                                      Nadezhda N. Erdakova (Organizing Secretary) 
Institute of Computer Science, UdSU  Udmurt State University    
Phone/Fax: +7(3412) 500295   Phone/Fax: +7(3412) 500295   
E-mail: borisov@rcd.ru     E-mail: gdis2016@rcd.ru 
 
 
Please find more information at the web page of the Symposium http://www.mi.sanu.ac.rs/~gdis2016/ 
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